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Asia Briefing kicks
off with cherry
boom
The first in a series of weekly online briefings ahead of Asia Fruit
Logistica ON looked at Asia's booming demand for cherries
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Another game changer for the global
cherry industry has been the development
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Stay tuned for more
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Follow this link to watch the full Asia
Briefing: Cherries.

Enjoyed this free article from Asiafruit
Magazine and its team of editors? Don’t
miss out on even more in-depth analysis,
plus all the latest news from the fresh
produce business. Subscribe now

“In the first half of the year, even during
the Covid-19 outbreak, we saw durian

Fruitnet's studio and is free to join.

Fruitnet is set to host five more weekly

to Asiafruit Magazine.

episodes of Asia Briefing each Wednesday
at 2:30pm Singapore/China.
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